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The first episode of Jiangshi x Daoshi follows a
former assassin known as Luan who is on the run

from a hunter who has been following him for
months. Luan is recruited by a traveling dao priest

named Ling Ling to accompany him on a
dangerous journey into the wilderness. On that

journey, Luan and Ling Ling meet a girl who both
know nothing about and she helps them acquire a
mysterious substance called the 'Fable of the Fake

Elixir of Life'. As they go deeper into the forest,
the first of the man-eating monsters appear and
viciously attacks Luan. The dao priest Ling Ling

and the girl give up on their quest to acquire the
fable and race to help Luan. Luckily they do so in
time and as the story unfolds, the two survivors
tell their story to one another and it becomes
clear that they are now searching for a place

where they can once again live peacefully and
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start their new lives. GAME PLAY The game starts
out in an area where the characters can take a

break from their travel and get some food. From
here, they can continue their adventure by

opening the map and deciding which direction
they want to go. FINAL FANTASY CREATIVE

WORKS Jiangshi x Daoshi is the story of a young
man and his friends. Final Fantasy Creative Works
is the scriptwriter and fine artist who brings to life
the visuals of the game. Jiangshi x Daoshi uses a
story-driven animated VN format with two full-

length episodes. It is the first time a Final Fantasy
franchise character has appeared in a story-driven

VN format. Play Now! When you beat the game,
you can continue on to explore the world of

Jiangshi x Daoshi and look for more back story and
content. Jiangshi x Daoshi Episode 1 - Boy Meets

Girl == EPISODE ONE == 1. Story Opening
(22mins) 2. Luan (24mins) 2.1. Luan and the

Forest of Sins (22mins) 2.2. Luan and Ling Ling
(26mins) 3. (Luan is a former Assassin, and he
used to be hunted for by a mad hunter with his
own code of honor) 4. Ling Ling and the Water
Dragon (26mins) 5. Lukangi's Recommendation

(29mins) 6. Two Assassins Go to a Witch's House
(26mins) 7. Luan and the Witch (28mins)
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Jiangshi X Daoshi Features Key:
Good performance.

Multi-player.
Winner candy.
Convenient.
Easy and smooth.

Game controls:

Choose an animal from over one thousand.
Tilt your iPhone to move on the screen.
Tap to shoot.
Hold side button to walk.

The online function is implemented!

Beside the game fun, Jiangshi also provide a sweet consolation, The sweet broc（bros vipers) for you to buy
by the game.

Take a look into the new version of Jiangshi Game.

If you have any question about Jiangshi x Daoshi, please contact us by email:jiashengzi2011@163.com or
visit our website www.jianshigame.com.

About Creator
Jiangshi Games is a group of people who would like to create games that let players feel good. That's our
intention, even though it’s never our goal. We keep on getting better and ever become, if not the best, one
of the most exciting games available on smart devices. 

About Jiangshi x Daoshi
Jiangshi x Daoshi is a action-logical run & gun game. At the same time, it doesn't restrict yourself to just
doing that, you can also gather some money. In this game, there is a variety of animals, you are hunting for
them. You can manage the profits and can use this money to buy equipment in the shop. 

About our Facebook
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